A novel method to achieve an overlapping illusion without any negative refraction index material is introduced with the help of the optic-null medium (ONM) designed by an extremely stretching spatial transformation. Unlike the previous methods to achieve such an optical illusion by transformation optics (TO), our method can achieve a power combination and reshape the radiation pattern at the same time. Unlike the overlapping illusion with some negative refraction index material, our method is not sensitive to the loss of the materials. Other advantages over existing methods are discussed. Numerical simulations are given to verify the performance of the proposed devices.
. The perfect lens, composed by the negative refraction index materials (NIMs) 17 , can be treated as a space folding transformation from the perspective of transformation optics (TO) 2 . Owing to the space folding transformation, a single point in the reference space may correspond to many points in the real space (e.g., folding for one time will produce three points in the real space corresponding to one single point in the reference space). These points in the real space are the equivalent points (i.e. they all corresponds to the same point in the reference space). If we set one point source at any one of these equivalent points, we will obtain the images at the rest of these equivalent points. Based on this idea, some novel optical devices that can create the overlapping effect of the light sources have been proposed for the power combinations when the coherent light sources are in-phase in these equivalent points [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , or the radiation suppression when two coherent light sources located at two equivalent points are out of phase 15 . The function of these devices is to shift the radiation pattern of a light source inside the device to a free space region outside the device, and to achieve an overlapping illusion when the radiation patterns of many such light sources are shifted to one common location in the free space (i.e. to achieve a power combination effect). To achieve such an overlapping illusion, both space folding transformation and the space compression transformation are required (i.e. the NIMs are required in these devices), and the transformation medium designed by this method is often referred as an optical illusion medium 9,10 or a shifting medium 11, 13 . The overlapping illusion designed by the space folding transformation that involves the NIMs is greatly influenced by the loss of the materials to achieve a negative refraction index effect. Actually there are many other ways to make many different points in the real space equivalent (i.e. they corresponds to the same single point in the reference space from the perspective of TO) in addition to the space folding transformation. Generally speaking, any non-monotonic (i.e. multiple-valued) coordinate transformations can lead to such an effect, e.g. an angle scaling transformation, an extremely stretching spatial transformation, some special conformal mapping 14 , etc. In this paper, we use an extremely stretching spatial transformation to create an overlapping illusion without any NIMs. After some calculations, we found that only one homogenous anisotropic medium (referred as the optic-null medium (ONM)) is needed to create such an optical overlapping illusion.
The optic-null medium (ONM)
The optic-null medium (ONM) is a homogenous block of highly anisotropic medium designed by the extremely stretching spatial transformation [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The ONM has been applied in many different applications, e.g. an optical hyper-lens 18, 23, 24 , DC magnetic hose 25 , concentrators 26 . We also introduced the idea of further transformations inside an ONM to reduce the material requirement of devices designed by TO 20, 27 , and extended the theory of TO to the optical surface transformation (OST) by the ONM 21, 22 . The ONM has been experimentally demonstrated by metamaterials at microwave frequencies 18, 19, 23 . As shown in Fig. 1 , an ONM with main axis along x′ direction can be obtained from extremely stretching an extremely thin volume (i.e. it can approximately be treated as a surface whose normal vector is along x direction) along x direction in the reference space. The coordinate transformation can be given as: ( )
With the help of TO 1-3 , we can calculate the relative permittivity and permeability of the ONM related to the above coordinate transformation:
From the above calculations, we can see that an ONM (i.e. the medium filling the region x′ ∈ [0, d]) with the main axis along the x′ direction can be obtained with an extreme stretching of the space along this direction. Indeed, this can be done in any other directions (e.g. along the radial direction). One important feature of an ONM can be concluded from the above coordinate transformation: since the thin blue volume filled with the ONM in the real space (see Fig. 1(b) ) is obtained by stretching a thin blue surface in the reference space (see Fig. 1(a) ), all points along the same line (e.g. y′ = Constant and z′ = Constant) inside the ONM are equivalent points that correspond to the same point in the reference space. Therefore we can use these equivalent points to achieve an overlapping illusion.
Overlapping illusion by an ONM
The overlapping illusion created by an ONM is shown in Fig. 2 . We use the COMSOL Multiphysics to make numerical simulations in the paper. We should note that from Fig. 2(a-c) , the absolute values of the electric field's distributions are exactly the same, while the color bars are magnified by one, two, and three times. If the number of the coherent in-phase sources is N, the total radiation power produced by the whole system is N 2 I 0 , where I 0 is the power produced by a single source. This is due to the fact that these line currents are set at the equivalent positions, and hence the total field in the whole space is always a maximum interference if these line currents are in-phase, which is called as a perfect coherent effect 11, 28 . We should note that unlike previous designs to achieve an optical overlapping illusion [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the ONM can achieve an overlapping illusion and a radiation pattern reshaping effect at the same time. As shown in Fig. 2(a-c) , the radiation pattern is no longer a cylindrical wave (like Fig. 2(d) ) but some other shaped pattern. Furthermore, the final radiation pattern of the composited light sources can be tailored by changing the size or the shape of the ONM we used (see Fig. 3 ).
Next we study the performance of the ONM if some loss is introduced. As shown in Fig. 4(a,b) , the radiation patterns remain almost the same as Fig. 2(c) even after a small loss is introduced. From the far field radiation pattern in Fig. 4(c) , we can see the performance of the ONM for overlapping illusion is not sensitive to the material loss.
The radiation suppression
In addition to the power combination, the ONM can also be utilized to achieve the radiation suppression. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , the radiation is greatly suppressed if we set two coherent line currents out of phase at the equivalent points inside the ONM (compared with the case when we remove the ONM in Fig. 5(b) ).
Conclusion and Discussion
Compared with the overlapping effect by other methods [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the overlapping illusion created by the ONM in this paper has many special features. For the overlapping illusion by NIMs, we need more separated shifting devices to achieve a higher power [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, we can only use a single device composed by the ONM to achieve a higher power by simply adding more separated light sources inside the device (see Fig. 2 ). Furthermore the overlapping illusion created by the ONM is not sensitive to the loss (see Fig. 4 ), while the performance of an illusion device composed by NIMs is sensitive to the loss (especially in the far field) 12 .
The overlapping illusion devices designed by the conformal mapping are inhomogeneous (e.g. a gradient control is needed), which makes it hard to realize these devices 14 . However, the ONM is a homogenous medium that can also give the overlapping illusion. The number of the equivalent sources that can be utilized to the power combination should be determined before designing the illusion device by the optical conformal mappings, which means that if the number of the light sources changes, one has to find some other suitable mapping to redesign the device 14 . For the power combination by the present ONM, we do not have such a problem and actually we have unlimited equivalent locations. Fig. 2(c). (a,b) show the absolute value of the z′ component of the electric field when a loss tangent δ = 0.001 and δ = 0.01 is added to each material parameter, respectively. The field almost has no changes with Fig. 2 In addition to the above points, the ONM can produce not only an overlapping illusion but also a radiation pattern reshaping effect together (see Fig. 3 ). This means that we can achieve a power combination with a desired radiation pattern at the same time by a single device composed by the ONM.
The perfect coherence can also be achieved by zero-index material (ZIM) (i.e. both mu and epsilon are nearly zero) 29 . The geometry of ZIM can also be used to reshape the radiation pattern of the overlapped power. The overlapping illusion produced by a ZIM and an ONM are different: For a ZIM, all components of the permittivity and permeability are nearly zero; for an ONM the components of the permittivity and permeability in the directions orthogonal to its main axis are nearly zero, while the permittivity and permeability along its main axis are extremely large. If we replace the ONM in Fig. 2 by a ZIM, no such phenomenon would appear. The overlapping illusion produced by an ONM can be explained from the perspective of TO: there are infinite equivalent points inside the ONM, and hence an overlapping illusion will appear if we set many sources at these equivalent points (i.e. they all correspond to the same point in the reference space). The proposed method in this paper may have potential applications in perfect coherence, power combination, radiation pattern control, and radiation suppression, etc.
Another note we want to make is how to realize such an ONM. The ONM is a highly anisotropic medium whose relative permittivity and permeability are very large in its main axis direction (e.g. we took 1000 in simulations) and nearly zero in other orthogonal directions (e.g. we took 0.001 in simulations). Actually there have been some experimental demonstrations on the realization of such an ONM 18, 19, 23 . He et al. chose a holey metallic plate structure to realize such an ONM that performs like an optical hyperlens 18 . Another way to realize such an ONM is to use a metallic slit array, which has also been experimentally demonstrated for a concentrator 19 . Sadeghi et al. experimentally demonstrated a metallic slit array that satisfies the Fabry-Pérot resonance can perform equivalently like an ONM. Their experimental result has also shown that the loss in the metallic slit array doesn't influence the performance of the ONM 19 . Figure 5 . The performance of the ONM for the radiation suppression by a 2D FEM simulation. We plot the absolute value of the z′ component of the electric field for the TE polarization. We set two coherent line currents with the same unit amplitude but out of phase as indicated by the black arrows. (a) the white region is filled with the ONM whose main axis is along x′ direction. (b) the white region is filled with air.
